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·    Store the inflatable in an unprinted, clear plastic trash bag.
·    To clean, rinse in lukewarm water and air dry.
·    DO NOT over-inflate
·    DO NOT store in, or leave on, a surface with print on it
     for it may stain or transer onto the inflatable.
·    Store at room temperature. Extreme temperatures can
     cause the inflatable to become defective.     cause the inflatable to become defective.

MAINTENANCE

1.   Carefully open valve and insert pointed nozzle adapter.
2.   Let the inflatable slowly deflate on its own.
3.   Once most of the air is out, lay the inflatable flat on its side
      and follow the "Folding Guide"
4.   At the final folds, push the remaining air out with your weight.

DEFLATION

1.   For best results, use an electric pump for inflation/deflation
      with the two (2) enclose valve adaptors.
2.   Insert the flat, big tip of the pump's nozzle into the
      opening of the valve.
3.   With the adaptor fully inserted into the valve, fill the body
      chamber of the toy untill it begins to feel springy. Avoid
inflating the toy tightly or overinflating.inflating the toy tightly or overinflating. This may lead to
premature failure. Do not attempt to remove every wrinkle from inflatable.
5.   After inflating, simply remove the nozzle tip from the
      opening of the valve. The inner flap should prevent most
      of the air from getting out.
6.   Insert the valve plug fully into the valve opening. Press closed
      valve into the inflatable so that it is flush with the surface.

INFLATION

CAUTION: This inflatable product is NOT a life saving device. Be aware of your surroundings and hazards to the
inflatable or yourself in the play area. Remove hard or sharp objects from the play area that could cause injury if
you lose your balance. Please play responsibly. Adult supervision strongly recomended for minors. We are not
responsible for injury due to falling off the inflatable or failure of the inflatable due to over-inflation or puncture or
any other abuse that compromises the integrity of the product.
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